
For more information on our COVID-19 services, email us at services@afd-inc.com.

Health & Safety

Space Planning & Programming

Signage & Wayfinding

ONE 
WAY

AFD understands that cleanliness has become a top priority to all employers 
& employees alike. In the Post COVID World, a thorough cleaning can help an 
employee’s day one transition back to the workspace be a more comfortable and 
less stressful experience. AFD knows what a space should look and what it should 
feel like the first day of occupancy. We are ready to help make workplaces that 
were left “as is” back in March look and feel refreshed. 

AFD can assist with inventories, densification studies, layouts and product 
application.  These services allow AFD clients to fully understand what adjustments 
need to be made and how they can be accomplished without spending a great 
deal of money.  High resolution images, virtual tours and 360-degree views of the 
space before and after can be provided and used to illustrate the adjustments 
being made prior to making a major purchase.  See Demo Links 

Helping inform, guide and remind employees how to move and function 
throughout a work environment is critical in today’s new world.  Whether it is 
reminding someone of a direction to take, or to be sure to clean up after oneself, 
or not to over crowd a room, etc. – clear demarcations are needed. Keep your 
employees educated and reminded throughout the day with clear identifying 
markers. AFD can evaluate your space and come up with a few potential plans 
that not only make a return to work easier but also help everyone continue to 
properly function as they settle into their workspace.

AFD recognizes that many work environments will need to be changed prior to the staff returning 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Businesses are now in the process of evaluating what 
simple changes need to be made before employees reenter their workspace. Whether it is 
making changes to the overall space plan, adding the necessary signage to assist with 
navigating or providing a simple cleaning, AFD is properly positioned to help. We have adjusted 
our staffing and developed strategic alliances with different vendors to cover all the possible 
needs a client might have in reopening their space.
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